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ΝΕΧΙ GREECE COLLABORATES WITH GREENPEACE TO PROVIDE  
HIGHLY SECURE DIGITAL PAYMENTS 

 
The partnership highlights Nexi’s commitment to providing secure payment processing 

solutions to its clients 
 

Greenpeace client data are protected by being 
replaced with unique identification symbols (“tokens”) preserving full 

payment functionality in a completely secure way 
 

 
Athens, 05 April 2023 – Nexi Greece, a member of Nexi Group, the leading PayTech in 
Europe, has entered into a collaboration with Greenpeace, one of the largest environmental 
organizations in the world, to provide payment security services that meet the highest 
standards of data security and compliance aiming at guaranteeing data protection for all 
its clients. 
 
Thanks to Nexi Greece technological solution, the data of Greenpeace clients that are 
critical for card, remote and mobile payments are replaced with unique identification 
symbols (tokens) preserving full payment functionality in a completely secure way. 
Specifically, the tokenisation solution enables easy masking of card numbers and their 
storage in Nexi’s certified data centers for subsequent retrieval. 
 
Nexi’s Tokenization Solution is an easy-to-implement, comprehensive payment card 
security solution in order to prevent the growing threat of payment card theft, and 
decrease the risk of data breaches, which allows Greenpeace to ensure the full security of 
its supporters’ data, reducing the risk of data theft or fraud, in compliance with all payment 
security requirements, including PCI DSS. (Payment Card Industry Data Security 
Standard).  
 
In today's world, where data breaches and cyber threats are becoming increasingly common, 
payment security has become a top priority for businesses across all industries. Tokenisation has 
emerged as a powerful tool for enhancing payment security, and Nexi’s innovative solution enables 
businesses like Greenpeace to replace critical card data with tokens, while the actual payment 
information will be stored in our protected infrastructure. This solution allows clients and partners to 
maintain compliance with regulatory requirements and focus on their core businesses by relying on 
Nexi for payment security, stated Dionysis Grigoratos, Managing Director at Nexi Greece. 
 
 
 
Nexi 
Nexi is Europe's PayTech company operating in high-growth, attractive European markets and 
technologically advanced countries. Listed on Euronext Milan, Nexi has the scale, geographic reach and 
abilities to drive the transition to a cashless Europe. With its portfolio of innovative products, e-commerce 
expertise and industry-specific solutions, Nexi provides flexible support for the digital economy and the 
entire payment ecosystem globally, across a broad range of different payment channels and methods. Nexi’s 
technological platform and the best-in-class professional skills in the sector enable the company to operate 
at its best in three market segments: Merchant Services & Solutions, Cards & Digital Payments and Digital 
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Banking & Corporate Solutions. Nexi constantly invests in technology and innovation, focusing on two 
fundamental principles: meeting, together with its partner banks, customer needs and creating new business 
opportunities for them. Nexi is committed to supporting people and businesses of all sizes, transforming the 
way people pay and businesses accept payments. It offers companies the most innovative and reliable 
solutions to better serve their customers and expand. By simplifying payments and enabling people and 
businesses to build closer relationships and grow together, Nexi promotes progress to benefit everyone. 
www.nexi.it www.nexigroup.com 
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